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Welcome at DE BORD INTERNATIONAL 
 

Fall presents itself in a beautiful new range of colours. We decorate ourselves with our newly 

developed website. Since last week, DE BORD INTERNATIONAL is showing itself in a newly coloured 

dress and with an elegant, digital makeup. We cordially invite you to browse on our new page and are 

eager to hear your feedback. Which may of course also be face to face. We are looking forward to the 

conversation with you. Very analogue. 

 

 
 

 

New look, proven quality 

We had a lot of fun working on our fresh look, which is more than just that: We sharpened our proven 

profile, aligned our common credo to the future and accentuated our individual offer of services in 

executive search and recruitment. 

A company is successful if it has the right individuals on board. We are convinced of the true essence 

of this statement. And we passionately work for you having the right experts in your team. As an 

independent Swiss executive search boutique we – in close cooperation with you – develop the 

personnel strategy which will have a lasting impact in your organization. 

 

All headhunters are not alike 

At DE BORD INTERNATIONAL, we combine thorough specific industry knowledge with true market 

insights and well reflected consulting competency. By choosing DE BORD INTERNATIONAL you do not 

only team up with a professional service company, you engage with a sparring partner and 

entrepreneur who analyses your individual needs and strategically elaborates them with you. 
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The specialists at DE BORD INTERNATIONAL gained their knowledge through years of experience in 

their respective industry: Jean-Michel Fürst as your expert for luxury and fast-moving consumer goods; 

Axel Riester as your expert in the industrial and construction industry; and Andrea Nienaber and Hans-

Rudolf Zellweger as your experts in the industry of life science. Their expert knowledge turns into your 

benefit: From the beginning you interact with the dedicated expert who will support you through the 

whole search and selection process. 

 

Entrepreneurs amongst each other 

We are very inspired by the current industrial transformation. Entrepreneurs recognize opportunities 

and utilize them in their businesses in order to create added value for their clients. Together with our 

own clients we want to understand why, how and how fast the demands and requirements in the 

market are changing and how solutions are created. As an independent sparring partner, we want to 

jointly find the qualities, interests, passions, and personalities that are needed to actively create the 

future that suits our needs. The “enterprising” are accompanied by us with strategy, pragmatism and 

personality. Individually and honestly. 

Similar questions occupy your mind? We are looking forward to a personal conversation with you! 

 

Your team from DE BORD INTERNATIONAL 

 

 


